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Coming off the trampoline
I don’t know about you, but I often feel quite flat the day after Rosh Hashana.

It can be a bit of an anticlimax.

Like that feeling of trying to jump when you come off a trampoline.

I’ve spent the last two days visualizing and imagining the world I want to create
— and now I have to make it happen!

I also get a bit anxious for the time ahead. We’ve just started the Ten Days of
Repentance that lead intoYom Kippur 14 . I’ve got a lot of regrets from the past
year and I’m just not sure where to start. How do I make sure I’m not debilitated
from my anxiety and fear — that I channel just the right amount of regret to
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Newness
As it’s the last email I’ll be sending before Rosh Hashana, Clear’s next insight
couldn’t be more appropriate: ‘Habits can be easier to change in a new
environment’.

He gives a couple of examples. If you want to think more creatively — go to a big
double volume room… If you want your food choices to be healthier — go to a new

grocery store and reorder your pantry with healthy food…

It seems that just like a stable environment can entrench and solidify old habits;
new environments can be the best launch pads for new habits
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Designing your environment
The next trick up Clear’s sleeve is to design your environment to make sticking
to your habits that much easier. It seems so obvious and simple. Our
environment can be filled with visual cues that make us better people. It is
remarkable.

Clear cites psychologist Kurt Lewin who put it best in the following equation.

B =f (P,E)

Behavior is the function of a person in their environment
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Habit stacking
I really love Clear’s next strategy for sticking to a habit. He calls it habit
stacking.

This is how it works: 

Look at the list of habits that
you are trying to achieve and
see if you can slot them into
any existing habits you already
have in the day.

That way you will have a natural

For example, I have a habit of
brushing my teeth first thing in
the morning. If I introduce a
new habit before such as
washing my hands or straight
after I brush my teeth, flossing
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Make it clear
The next step towards picking up a habit is what Clear calls the 'Implementation
Intention'. Make your habit clear by anchoring it in a time and place. Here is his
formula:

I will [habit] on [day] at [time] in [place].

For example:

I will call my parents every Friday at 8.30am when I'm on my way to work.
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Habits, identity and Mitzvot
People often ask me ‘Why can’t I just be a good person’ and ‘why do we have so many m
intricate detail?’

It’s not just our worldview and thoughts that matter, it’s the cumulative effect of everything
we are. They inform our identity.

The Talmud calls the commandments a gift.1 They are a set of detailed actions that help u

And there is a unique feedback loop here whereby our actions create our identity, and ou

Here’s an example. There is a mitzva to give 10% of our income to charity. And so each m
in, many ringfence 10% and give it to others. Through that action we become people who
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This month I wanted to try something different together with you. And I would
love you to try something different together with me!

As we approach Rosh Hashana, a time where we reflect on who we are and who we
want to become, join new 40-day journey to creating better habits and breaking

bad ones.

Based on the bestselling book 'Atomic Habits' by James Clear, this journey will
guide you on a path to develop improved habits, enriched by insights from
Jewish teachings.

Join my 40 Day Journey
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The getaway habit
Sometimes tasks can appear mammoth. So we don’t even get started. Clear’s Two-Minu
start a new habit, it shouldn’t take more than two minutes to do’ He talks about a gateway
do that sets the stage for the long-term. The habit that makes sure you show up. He give
wanted to get back into the gym. They told themself that all they needed to do was pack 
minutes…

Pull up the list that we refined yesterday. How do you ‘show up’ for that habit or mitzva? W
two-minute version, to the long-term goal of making that mitzva part of your life?

Here are some examples:
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Welcome to #HabitFix: a 40 day journey to

making great habits and breaking bad ones.
I recently had a light bulb moment. As I turned the pages of James Clear’s
Atomic Habits, I considered whether we are really the sum total of our actions?
Are the good deeds we are commanded to do (mitzvot), perhaps habit
builders? If the answer to both of these questions is yes, then how can we
marry these ideas to become better people?

Each of the mitzvot contains tips on how to live a more meaningful life.1 

I started to think about what good habits I want to take on, what bad habits I
want to rid myself of, and how Rosh Hashana (the Jewish New Year) could
serve as a launchpad to build Atomic Habits in my own life.

The Talmud states: ‘The way in which a person chooses to go, they are led.'2 
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The 1% rule
Clear talks about the 1% rule. Often used in a business context, the 1% rule
states that all you need to be is consistently and persistently a little better each
day. He explains that if a pilot leaves from LA to New York and adjusts the
heading just 3.5 degrees, they will land in Washington instead. While small
changes don’t seem to matter in the moment, they can literally change our
trajectory drastically.

The Lubavitcher Rebbe taught:
 

 Today you did some wonderful things. It’s okay to tell yourself that.
     There’s a time to feel some satisfaction with what you
     have accomplished today—as long as you’re
     never satisfied with tomorrow. 

Just a little bit better each day

Just like compound interest on any investment, your 1% will compound each
day until you have made huge leaps in personal development.

This reminds me of the principle ‘Tafasta merube lo tafasta’...

— ‘If you have seized a lot, you have not seized’1. If you take on too
much, you might not succeed, so take on a smaller amount. And that

smaller amount will make a difference. Day by day.
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